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One need not be a deep thinker to grasp the intimate linkage between sex and politics, enshrined in the
hoary adage that “Politics makes strange bedfellows” and more recently in the confession of Henry
Kissinger -- surely one of history’s most unlikely Casanovas -- that “Power is the greatest aphrodisiac.”
Still, pundits and political scientists alike were left groping for an explanation in early 1998 when, with
allegations of sexual improprieties involving White House intern Monica Lewinsky surging rampantly
around him, President Clinton’s public standing rose higher and higher instead of going down. Why
wasn’t the normally puritanical American public condemning the president rather than getting behind
him? Perhaps, some opined, Americans were ceding a “zone of privacy” to the president. Or perhaps,
having grown accustomed to Clinton’s recurrent “bimbo eruptions,” they considered the latest
allegations simply more of the same. Or perhaps half of the public -- the male half -- was engaging in
projection.

These speculations are wrong, of course, but an even more grievous failing is that they cannot be
derived from the theory of rational choice, which holds the key to understanding all of politics,
economics, and indeed life. Thus, in what follows I outline and then provide empirical validation of a
rational theory of the American public’s fluid reaction to the Lewinsky sex scandal. The statistical results
demonstrate that I have indeed hit on the key to understanding presidential performance.

The Interpretation in a Nutshell
Underlying my interpretation is the assumption that the American public behaves rationally. This
penetrating insight simply means that, given a modicum of information, the public is capable of
reaching a satisfying conclusion. Once this seminal assumption has been laid out, the rest of the
interpretation flows:

(1) The public wants presidents to succeed.
(2) The most successful presidents are those who are sexually active outside the marital
bed.
(3) Therefore, the public wants presidents to engage in extramarital sex, and welcomes
signs that they are doing so.
Of the three components of the model, (1) is noncontroversial, and (3), when combined

with the rationality assumption, is simply the logical climax of (1) and (2). My task, then, is to
establish the correctness of (2).

Validating the Interpretation
Anecdotal evidence on behalf of my interpretation is easy to find: for example, the public is most
supportive of presidents during their “honeymoon” period, and turns against them after they have
become “lame ducks” (that is, once their potency is spent). As a scientist, however, I need hard
evidence. To validate my interpretation, what is required, first, is a measure of presidential success.
Fortunately, historians aroused by presidential performance have produced several ratings of the
presidents, four of which I have merged into a composite score.1 Of course, I also need for some
presidents to have strayed from the fold as well as a means of identifying those who have done so.
Fortunately for science, many presidents have looked upon sex as “just a perk of public office” (Uhlenhuth
1998), and, bearing out the wisdom of Henry Kissinger, they have often triumphed in their amorous
conquests. In the words of Gil Troy, author of Affairs of State, “The President in the modern world is like a
rock star. He walks in a room and people’s hearts go aflutter. …Add to that the fact that in some way, the
entire executive branch of government works 24 hours a day, seven days a week to serve the president’s
needs, all the president’s needs” (Uhlenhuth 1998).

Nor does identifying presidents who have had affairs pose any problem, for Wesley Hagood
(1995), in a volume propitiously titled Presidential Sex: From the Founding Fathers to Bill Clinton, has provided a



blow-by-blow account of such affairs, based on oral histories and undercover reports. In all, thirteen
presidents (Washington, Jefferson, Jackson, Buchanan, Garfield, Cleveland, Wilson, Harding, Franklin
Roosevelt, Eisenhower, Kennedy, Johnson, and Clinton) are classified as philanderers.

Finally, because not even the most hard-core Freudian would argue that sex is the sole determinant
of presidential greatness, I bring four other distinguishing presidential characteristics into play. First, some
presidents have been better endowed than others, intellectually. Second, while some presidents have
pushed hard to succeed, others have been content to lie back. To take these factors into account, I have
included in the model the brilliance and need-achievement factor scores from Simonton’s (1986)
presidential personality inventory. Third, presidential performance also depends on the partisan makeup of
Congress (Edwards, 1989). In recognition thereof, I erect a variable coded 1 for presidents whose party
was in full control of Congress for at least half of their time in office and 0 for others (Ragsdale
1996). Fourth, I recognize that historians’ ratings may be inflated for presidents who were
assassinated; to correct for any halo effect, the model contains a term distinguishing the four slain
presidents (Lincoln, Garfield, McKinley, and Kennedy) from the rest.

The estimated model is:
Performance rating = -.28 (-.95) + .37*Brilliance (2.50)** + .26*Need for achievement (1.90)
+ .15*Unified government (.46) - .44*Assassination victim (.86) + .50* Extramarital sex (1.66)*

where R2=.44, the number in parentheses following each predictor is the t-ratio, and the asterisks
denote effects that are significant at the .05 level (one-tailed). (Although a multi-tailed test initially
seemed more appropriate, the prediction was that the president’s popularity would surge upward
rather than shriveling to nothing.) These results indicate, reassuringly, that presidents who try harder
and are smarter are significantly more successful, but neither unified versus divided government nor
assassination significantly affects success. The thrust of the results, however, is conveyed by the
significant positive coefficient for extramarital sex. As anticipated in the key second component of
my rational choice-based interpretation, the most successful presidents are indeed those who are
sexually active outside the marital bed. Thus, whereas “enlightened” political observers contend that
“Greatness in leadership does not depend on sexual purity” (Lewis 1998), the rational public carries
the analysis a step further to the recognition that greatness in leadership depends on sexual impurity.

Of course, size matters, and the impressive magnitude of the coefficient for extramarital sex means
that this effect cannot be pooh-poohed. Even if it were assumed, for example, that a president is both
uncommonly stupid (i.e., a full standard deviation below the mean on the intelligence dimension) and
unusually unmotivated (i.e., a full standard deviation below the mean on the need-achievement dimension),
extramarital presidential sex can still be the saving grace for the nation, offsetting these shortcomings. On
the other hand, even an unusually bright, highly motivated chief executive can be plunged into mediocrity
by a failure to do what seems to have come naturally for so many of our most illustrious presidents. It
follows that the best of all possible presidents is one who is highly energetic, very smart, and dates, which is
exactly what the American public, being rational, got when it elected Bill Clinton.

Note
1. The ratings are those of McDougall (1997), Murray and Blessing (1988), Ridings and McIver
(1997), and Schlesinger (1997). A single factor accounts for 84% of the variance in the four scales,
and coefficient alpha for the composite scale is .93.
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